
JOB SHADOW INFORMATION 

 

The Job Shadow program is open for applications. 
 

 

 

JOB SHADOWS 

☐ A shadow is eight hours or less within a six-month window. If you need longer than that, see below. 

☐ Job shadows are designed to give a brief insight into a career field you may be interested in. You must be 

at least a senior in high school to apply. You must obtain your own sponsor. You cannot be related to 

them. 

☐ These are strictly hands-off observerships. You will not be allowed to perform any clinical duties. 

☐ If you meet the qualifications, please complete the initial interest form with your sponsor. If not, see if 

you qualify for another position below. 

VOLUNTEERING 

☐ Volunteers are community members supporting patients and staff in various ways throughout the 

hospital. You must be at least a senior in high school to apply. 

☐ We ask that volunteers commit to a minimum of 100 hours of service. 

☐ Volunteers must complete an application, interview, orientation, background check, health screening and 

training before they can volunteer on their own. 

☐ This is usually best for those who need volunteer/hospital experience hours to assist with application to a 

medical program. 

☐ If you meet the qualifications, please apply during the open recruitment periods posted online. 

MEDICAL OBSERVERSHIPS, INTERNSHIPS & RESIDENCIES 

☐ Medical Observerships are shadowing opportunities that exceed the eight hours in length and are 

required as part of an undergraduate program, entry into a graduation medical program, or allied health 

services, such as EMT. 

☐ Medical Residencies: Sub-intern rotations need to be coordinated with either the SeaMar or WSU 

Internal Medicine Residencies 

☐ Please reach out to Cambree McCoy, Manager Graduate Medical Education at 

Cambree.McCoy@providence.org for more information. 

NURSING RESIDENCIES 

☐ If you are looking for a nursing residency, please reach out to Will Parrish, Manager Clinical Education 

at Will.Parrish@providence.org  
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